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Preliminary TIA Testing 

The purpose of the testing was to check for reasonable expected output voltages for a range of input 
currents at each gain setting.  At first, this was attempted using a Keithley 2450 SourceMeter; however, 
that instrument presented a significant sinking current that not only made it useless below 100uA, but 
also appeared to cause latch-up of one or more downstream components.  The sourcemeter was 
swapped out for an isolated one, which is a 1.5V battery with a variable series resistances provided by a 
decade resistor box.  The results are plotted below: 

 

 

Plot Explanation 

The amplifier output is referenced to 5V and is inverted relative to the applied positive input current, 
which is why lower test-resistor values correspond to lower output voltages (and higher currents).   

Comments 

1. The 1-Gigohm gain range couldn’t be tested completely for two reasons: 
a. Insufficient range of the decade box and immediately-available high-value resistors in 

the shop. 
b. There is an instability that is has only been seen in this gain range and appears to be due 

to a chattering relay (located by stethoscope).  The pull-down resistors on the coil-driver 
MOSFET gates will be strengthened (resistance lowered) before further testing. 
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2. The latch-up issue shouldn’t happen in the final application when a photodiode is attached.  On 
the off-chance this becomes an issue during the brief period during power-up when the board is 
in the 1-Gigohm gain range, it should be trivial to force the board to the low-gain range from an 
external circuit via the relay test-jumper headers. 

3. I’m mostly satisfied that there are not any major board-level design/fabrication issues affecting 
the power and TIA portions of the circuit; therefore, I think it’s safe to populate a second board 
with our stock of shortage-rarified components, which can then be handed off to Adithi for 
paralleling the testing efforts. 

 

Proposed Steps for Further Testing 

The following steps are a suggested approach for further testing, and are up for discussion: 

1. Assemble a full-range voltage + resistance –based source for more accurate testing. 
2. Assemble the second TIA DAQ board, so that both Adithi and I have a board to work with. 
3. Perform a repeat of the reported range test that fully covers all the gain ranges. 
4. Perform an analysis of the offset voltage of the TIA, to see how they compare to Evan Moore’s 

observations of the first TIA part the ORCASat team is/was using. 
5. Assemble an LED-coupled photodiode fixture as an alternate source for testing.  Once 

characterized, sweeping the LED current with the sourcemeter may allow for fast (automated?) 
testing.  Currently half-complete. 

6. The ADC-communication and data-transmission (to PC) portions of the Arduino-based test 
firmware still need to be implemented.  I was thinking having Adithi assist me in this and/or the 
PC-side ADC data capture software.  I think no matter which side she works on, it would be good 
for her to be familiar Arduino programming, so it would be good to get an Uno or Mega board 
into her hands, so that she can work through some relevant examples. 

7. Once the firmware and PC software are ready to use, then the path is opened for the following 
tests: 

a. ADC configuration versus performance. 
b. Dynamic performance (affected by the chop-frequency filter and TIA feedback capacitor 

values) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


